Black! Liquorice nose. Then supple Syrah sort of glossiness.

27 Feb 2013 by JR

Finish. A shame since there was once some great fruit but it's
Black. Intense nose with a rather strange note. Very hard, fruitless
finish. A shame since there was once some great fruit but it's
remarkably astringent now.

Montirius, Terre des Aînés 2011 Gigondas 16 Drink 2015-2022

Montirius, Confidentiel 2011 Gigondas 16 Drink 2015-2023
Sweet and tense and tight. Strawberry notes and some sourness. Though the tannins are well managed.

Montirius, Garrigues 2011 Vacqueyras
27 Feb 2013 by JR
Black. Intense nose with a rather strange note. Very hard, fruitless finish. A shame since there was once some great fruit but it's remarkably astringent now.

Montirius, Le Clos 2011 Vacqueyras
27 Feb 2013 by JR
Black! Liquorice nose. Then supple Syrah sort of glossiness. Dramatic wine that is quite rewarding. Neat.